Kristal Bahr Siembida What about recycling? This is important and will help slow down the waste.
Jeff Richards Thought I'd share..https://bismarcktribune.com/.../article_61c86900-ada3...
BISMARCKTRIBUNE.COM
Market forces put America's recycling industry in the dumps
Jessy Fossen Any thoughts of decreasing the amount of trash going IN to the landfill via
recycling/compost services currently non-existent....?
Jeff Richards Thought I'd share and this is a recent article for those that continue to want the recycle
option...https://bismarcktribune.com/.../article_61c86900-ada3...
BISMARCKTRIBUNE.COM
Market forces put America's recycling industry in the dumps
Alex Mardikian Recycling services are available in Minot. Its called Kalix
Jeff Clarkson Alex Mardikian extremely limited recycling options.
Alex Mardikian Jeff Clarkson so we should spend more tax money to impement a (money losing) govt
system? Because the people that want to recycle are too lazy to drop it off themselves?
Jeff Clarkson Oh, I'm all for a much better recycling system. And I do use Kalix, but we have to throw so
much stuff away that is recyclable because they won't take it. We need a better recycling program.
Alex Mardikian Jeff Clarkson transportation is the problem it has to be trucked out which is expensive.
Plus the city would have to buy more trucks to do curbside pickup and hire more drivers. Minot isn't big
enough for it to be cost efficient meaning higher property taxes.
Ian Richardshttps://bismarcktribune.com/.../article_61c86900-ada3...
BISMARCKTRIBUNE.COM
Market forces put America's recycling industry in the dumps
Josh Jeffreys Why was additional land purchased for a landfill expansion in 2017?
Josh Jeffreys
Courtney Shattuck If you buy land in 2020 it will be costly, so buy now and save
Jenny Lynn Courtney Shattuck — land was already purchased — that is the point he is making. So why
not utilize what we already spent millions on.
Deven Mantz Don't quote me but I'm pretty sure they were going to expand and the people in the area
complained (I don't blame them) so the city backed off. Basically they got ahead of themselves
Courtney Shattuck They city could always sell , they bought, thinking of the future.
Josh Jeffreys I think it was more of putting the cart in front of the horse.

Jenny Lynn Or maybe it was the chicken before the egg 😂
Aaron Davey Courtney Shattuck they'll sell the land for 30% of what they paid. The land value was
assessed at like 1.2 million and they paid close to 4M
Dave Hennes What was there first land fill or housing???
Jeff Richards Aaron Davey I guarantee you if this area so-called blossoms like the hospital and
surrounding landowners think, not only will the city need to utilize some of the property for future
use,(sub stations,police,fire, public works) but that strip of hiway will eventually be rezoned commercial.
...prices will go up and who owns the property now?
Mary Beth SchmalzCarlson I heard we want to relocate because of seagulls in area and new Trinity is
not that far away so we probably will relocate.
Dave Hennes Mary Beth SchmalzCarlson reliable source??
Mary Beth SchmalzCarlson Dave Hennes no just talk and we all know how it goes if you live in Minot
Dave Hennes Yep 98.7 % bull and never any facts!
Jamie Hyatt Seagulls will follow, that is not the issue. 😂
Mary Beth SchmalzCarlson Yeah what I'm saying is new Trinity does not want. seagulls around so yeah
we will relocate so seagulls eventually leave that area now where land fill is.
Eric Pearson The video was very well done, nice job! I may have misunderstood, but the option that
would cost us 0$ would add approx. 50 years of life and would be an expansion on the current site. The
first option from the study would result in the dump ground being 18 miles away, a monthly cost
increase and still only 50 years of life. Did I understand that right? I would vote to expand and have the
bill not go up. We are already paying more on our bill and are getting less of a service.
Maybe an option could be to expand the current site and charge people a small fee to build up a strong
recycling program, maybe look into incinerating options... I'm not well versed in garbage or recycling
tech, just throwing out my idea. Thanks for the video.
The City of Minot Hi Eric, great question. All three options will get us past 50 years, but the two later
options will have a considerably longer life expectancy.
Think 55-65 vs 70-80. It is, of course, an estimate based on current and expected use.
Eric Pearson If the new dump is 18 miles out of town, did the cost increase take into consideration the
extra time on the payroll that would be added ... it would add approx 40 minutes a day driving time,
multiplied by however many employees there are. There would also be in increase in gas used, possibly
more wear and tear on vehicles. New buildings would need to be constructed, etc. Does the amount
quoted take into consideration all of that or is that just the land?
It probably wouldn't be that much more, but I know people get upset when they are told it will "only" go
up x amount and it ends up going y.

Thanks for taking the time to answer my question!

The City of Minot Eric Pearson those costs haven’t been estimated yet. The scope of our most recent
research was to investigate likely costs of relocating. The locations are hypothetical at this moment.
Here is something that may help.
https://www.minotnd.org/CivicAlerts.aspx?AID=409
MINOTND.ORG
Minot, ND
Eric Pearson The City of Minot awesome, thanks.
David Thomas Messemer I hope the land of seagulls can remain where it is. It's convenient where it's at.
Donovan Hudson Waste to energy facility
Dustin Offerdahl Few things to consider when thinking about the Future or Minot, the numbers
provided are based on a 20 year study for all 3 options, so the numbers are a little sqewed in the cities
favor. Expected life span of option 1 expansion without recycling is 40-60 yrs. Where as option #2 And
#3 are projected to be around 90-110 year life span. I believe a more specific detailed apples to apples
study would provide more accurate numbers for the public to fully understand the best action for the
future of Minot, both with city services and future economical growth. I believe in the past we have
made rash decisions and it has caught up to us, with the landfill having 4-6years before needing this
expansion we have time to investigate and make a very educated long term highly researched decision,
just my two cents anyways.
Tori Brown Recycle? ♻️Just a thought.... �
Tori Brown Lucas Brown
Magen Friend Recycling is something the city has been looking into. We have a few options there. We
can sort here and send out or send out to be sorted. Both offer jobs but also offer cost to us, in the force
of monthly fees and/or taxes. But even with recycling, we will still have waste that will need to be dealt
with. And the landfill is how we currently handle that. So even if we had an up and running option for
recycling we would still need to be considering options for the landfill because of the increase in
population.
Lawrence DeBold So if all three options offer approximately the same amount of lifetime, and one of
them does not burden the taxpayer, why is this even a debate?
Always go with the option that burdens the taxpayer the least.
Dustin Offerdahl Lawrence DeBold Few things to consider when thinking about the Future or Minot, the
numbers provided are based on a 20 year study for all 3 options, so the numbers are a little sqewed in

the cities favor. Expected life span of option 1 expansion without recycling is 40-60 yrs. Where as option
#2 And #3 are projected to be around 90-110 year life span. I believe a more specific detailed apples to
apples study would provide more accurate numbers for the public to fully understand the best action for
the future of Minot, both with city services and future economical growth. I believe in the past we have
made rash decisions and it has caught up to us, with the landfill having 4-6years before needing this
expansion we have time to investigate and make a very educated long term highly researched decision,
just my two cents anyways.
Alex Ness I would like it explained where the $75 million dollar cost comes from to expand? To me it
seems like you would be buying some more land from a local farmer and setting it up to dump trash on
it. $75 million seems steep to remain where the dump already is.
Jeff Richards That's about the yearly budget for continued operation, lease of equipment, salary's,
testing, develope of new cells, etc. 75 divided by 20 = per year.
Steve Whitesell Thanks for your inputs,Jeff.
Gary Jacobs No talk of an incinerator using natural gas that is currently burned off of oil wells, being
captured and used to turn steam generators and capturing expended pollutants and recycling that back
to fossil fuel energy? The tech is out there.
Kalvin Larson Who do you propose will build the infrastructure to bring the natural gas to Minot to run
the incinerator?
Gary Jacobs Federal and state grants along with city and county money.
http://amp.timeinc.net/for.../2016/07/13/gas-flares-to-power
Manage

FORTUNE.COM
http://fortune.com
Mark Pullen Get us recycling cans and I'll do it, or I'll even buy them. Price of alum sucks so not worth
taking it in, but willing to have it sent to a center for recycling. My water bill is high as hell anyway.
Thought most people moved out with the oil.
Jennifer-Lucian Rockwell Think of the way the wind blows - moving it to the east would be the better
option and the city seems to be expanding more in that direction right now which would mean the

landfill would be closer to more houses but they wouldn’t get the smell associated with it. And having
lived where recycling was huge I know that it can reduce waste by more than half. We had trash pick up
once every other week and recycling the week in between and my recycling was always full and my
garbage wasn’t even close in two weeks. And that was a family of 5 with diapers! In Scandinavian
countries they also have recycling booths for bottles of soda or water that are paid for by the soda
companies. You pay 10 cents extra when you buy it and get 10 cents back when you put it back in the
machine and the company takes care of the payments and recycling costs. Something to look into! Also
moving it further from housing subdivisions will help those who live in that area with resale value.
Brett Wold Expand the current location.
Donovan Hudson Waste to energy facility
Lexi Hamm Go with the cheapest option and implement recycling. Done.
Donna Mindt I vote for the cheapest option.
Alex Mardikian Incinerator

Joshua Dolley Start the freaking recycling program! I’ll help!
Jamie Hyatt Write the check. It's in the works but everyone in town complains when the city has to
spend money.
David Thomas Messemer Scrap the flood wall, take its funding. XD
Joshua Dolley Jamie Hyatt sooo... buy more land??? Isn’t that spending more money?
How about help the environment? Help reduce the amount of aluminum, tin, plastics that CANNOT in
our life time decompose.
Jamie Hyatt I am saying that the City is working it but to build the collection facilities etc costs money. If
it was free it would be done but the residents squeal when money is spent. You still need land and then
the building and all that go with recycling. I am all for it but they have to get the funding to do it.
Joshua Dolley They just gained 18% (ish) in property taxes, they CAN find a darn way to fun this.
Zack Baker You realize this “recycling program” is collecting the goods and paying people to drive it to
Minnesota? The me how this saves is any money. Rather maybe a waste to energy facility that burns the
trash while charging citizens to dispose and burn for usable energy...
Cedar Jassohttp://www.energyjustice.net/incineration/usplants

ENERGYJUSTICE.NET
Commercial Trash Incinerators in the U.S. | Energy Justice…

Lawrence DeBold As long as my monthly rate only goes up a nominal amount and it is curbside.
I already give the city way too much money as it is
Bob Schnabel We would have a recycling firm in town but the city pulled their permit through rezoning
Jamie Hyatt Bob Schnabel that was hardly recycling and far from curbside.
Bob Schnabel Jamie Hyatt they were a firm that could have taken the curb side recyclables and shipped
them to be recycled. Now if the city invoked curb side recycling the city must pay for transportation of
the materials to a recycling facility
Jamie Hyatt Bob Schnabel they didn't even have a place to send it to, it was stockpiled on their lot. They
would not have been able to take it over.
Jeff Richards Bob Schnabel Bottom line it will have to be subsidized.Education is a big problem,
participation is a must by all party's far and wide. Communities continue to deal with cross
contamination.http://www.wday.com/.../4489336-problem-plastic-plagues... And then's there's China
which I believe has started buying again but with much STRICTER
guidlines..https://www.huffingtonpost.com/.../china-recycling-waste...

WDAY.COM
Problem plastic plagues Fargo’s recycling efforts
Jeff Richards Jamie Hyatt Just like the stock market...buy low sell high....there is no high. 😏
Bob Schnabel Recycling?? Yeah so I can lease 2 or 3 more containers from the city at $15-20 each per
month or a 16 gallon container . I just looked st the manufacturer’s website they don’t list the 65 gallon
container, but have 3 different 35 gallon containers. The prices for these 3 containers are $90, $120, &
$145. So I pay $16/month for a 65 gallon container & if the price was double that of a 35 gallon
container, the container would be paid of in 11 months - 18 months. But we will not ever see that
container fee come off of our bill
Patrick Kippen City should take a look at outside communities hauling waste into the current landfill.
Are the “outside fees” actually benefiting Minot. If outside collections are more than what our own city
generates there might be an issue there- raise the fees for other entities, instead of Minot residents.
After it all it is called City of Minot Landfill- not truck your city’s trash from wherever you want and we
will absorb the cost of everything to keep you happy landfill.
Rob Ehlers That’s true surrounding towns around Minot dump thier trash there!
Bob Schnabel No different than the completely screwed up NAWS project. The treatment facility should
have been as close as possible to the intake on Lake Sakakawea. No Canadian lawsuit & much cheaper.
But it seems as though the citizens of Minot are picking up the lions share of construction costs. All the

while Minot is currently providing water to many of the outlying cities. Minot imposes water restrictions
during droughts , but I never hear of these other cities imposing water restrictions at the same time.

Donna Mindt I thought the city spent $4 million and already purchased farm land to expand the current
land fill. It will butt up to Trinity's new hospital
Carla Marie Newgard They did. But once they asked to start using the land for the landfill, those who
live in Green Acres on that side came forward to have them relook at the use. They put the cart before
the horse as this was part of the old way of doing things.
Shawn Miller This is my understanding. Before the city bought the land people spoke during one of the
meetings stating that the landfill would be “in their backyard”. They were concerned about the smell
and other issues that living next to a landfill would bring. From there the city bought the land any way
and then a lawsuit was filed against the city because the new land encroached to closely on the
surrounding residents property. IF this is correct (it may not be so do some digging yourself) then the
city spent 4 million on land that they are unable to use for landfill purposes because either someone
didn’t do their job or the city just ignored what they were told and bought the land any way because it
lined someone’s pockets more or it was a god awful oversight. Either way someone should be fired for a
4 million dollar mistake.

Derek Hackett Mr. Miller, I must respectfully correct a handful of the inaccuracies here. The city has
been working to acquire adjacent land since 2005 and finally did so in 2017. When staff brought the
application to rezone the property from Ag to public use, neighbors near the landfill protested, as is
their right, and as is an example why it is city ordinance to alert property owners near a property trying
to rezone. That meeting was months after the land was purchased. There was never any such lawsuit.
The city, after hearing concerns of the neighbors that live near the existing landfill, decided to take a
step back, listen to complaints and dive into a study and focus group to find suitable options (see link).
That now leaves us here, with a public meeting on Thursday to hear from the rest of the community on
what they may think is the best option.
I hope this information finds you well and you find it to be helpful.
I do feel a sense of obligation to address the final comment however of “lining someone’s pockets”. This
is very often used with little to no foundational evidence or example. Government finances and
accounting is very strict and structured. That is intentional to avoid such situations as you are inferring.
The dollars used for the purchase of this land was grant money very strictly regulated for land to expand
the landfill. The city undergoes several audits, both internally and federally to ensure no collusion takes
place, among other nefarious possibilities.
I hope this helps you in preparation for Thursday’s meeting and the decision ahead.
Sarah Mycheryl Schmaltz Derek Hackett very well said.

Jayme 'coss' Burkhart Derek Hackett, My issue with this is the city obviously did not do enough research
PRIOR to spending the millions on the land according to your statement. AFTER they purchased it, they
then brought the application to rezone the property from Ag to public use and the neighbors near the
landfill protested. You state that a meeting was held with the neighbors "months after the land was
purchased." Why wasn't this all done BEFORE the massive purchase? You also state, "The city, after
hearing concerns of the neighbors that live near the existing landfill, decided to take a step back, listen
to complaints and dive into a study and focus group to find suitable options." This should have been
done before. Nobody is perfect...i am far from it, but this keeps happening over and over again with this
city. It's time to start learning from mistakes.
Tracy Neubauer The reason the price was so high is because they bought it from a “ buddy”
Tracy Neubauer The reason the price was so high is because they bought it from a “ buddy”
Tracy Neubauer The reason the price was so high is because they bought it from a “ buddy”
Elisha Gates I just can't believe a new location will cost $110million. They need to get better bids and be
firm with price agreements and contracts. Tired of this city wasting money and raising my property taxes
for mistakes.
Tracy Neubauer City of Minot says “ we don’t care what the cost is....we’ll just raise your taxes again to
pay for it.” Problem solved!!!
Jeff Richards Tracy Neubauer sanitation/landfill is an enterprise fund and not tax based....user fee's
Bob Schnabel Jeff Richards so your sanitation & garbage fees goes up, plus they will still raise taxes
Tracy Neubauer Bob Schnabel so you get to pay twice as much!! I love it
Tracy Neubauer Bob Schnabel so you get to pay twice as much!! I love it
Joshua Dolley Waste to energy solves the non-recyclable problem...but not the recyclables issue. Why
not do both? Help the environment. Help REUSE aluminum, and plastics, and others? The majority of
the states population enjoys hunting/ fishing/ outdoor recreation. Why not help preserve it? A lot of
other states found a way to do it. Why can’t we with a booming economy? We boast about how
awesome the job market it. But, can’t afford a recycling program. In the oil field flaring was stopped.
They found a way. That provided jobs. The city will tax us forever. It’s the plain truth. Lets put the funds
to a better use for our children’s children.
If cities w/o a booming economy...and less property taxes can do it... so can we.
Cathy Breiner Moved to Minot from Bismarck this past spring and was frustrated to find a lack of
recycling. I do not understand why recycling is not being made a priority right now considering the
landfill is running out of room. Do you want higher taxes to pay for a new landfill or do you want to pay
a small monthly fee to recycle? Dickinson just started citywide recycling...if they can do it, so can Minot.
Joshua Dolley http://www.lyco.org/.../Resour.../Recycling/Drop-off-Centers
The 24/7/365 sites are conveniently located in multiple parts of the city. They are well lit. Glass, tin can,
aluminum cans, paper, cardboard, plastics, all can be recycled.
LETS DO THIS👍

Jamie Hyatt Again, write the check.
Kristin Michels I'm hoping these are different voices than the ones that were complaining about the cost
of building a recycling transfer station a not long ago. They have been trying, the City. The automated
trucks were the first step, but they need to build somewhere to haul that to as well.
Scott G Option 1. It's the most economical and smart choice. Then explore recycling program as a next
step since even with recycling the landfill will still need expansion.

Connie Philipenko Recycling works for Bismarck and Mandan. Why not take all those old plastic bottles
and make them into something useful
Joel McCrea Exactly..recycle and then when you cant...check out this article on Sweden...they are
actually using so much trash they have to import it!!!https://www.pri.org/.../sweden-imports-wasteeuropean...

PRI.ORG
Sweden imports waste from European neighbors to fuel…
Elisha Gates Connie Philipenko I agree. We already have twice a week pick ups. Why not make one for
recycling? I recycle and it's cut my trash for the bin in more than half!
Melissa Baker Having a recycling program wouldn’t really help considering the city can’t afford to build a
processing plant. The recycled products would have to be shipped to MN which is counterproductive.
The city would end up putting more emissions back into the environment than what would be saved by
recycling. We should be following Spokane, WA and build an incinerator that puts energy back into the
grid. It gets rid of the growing landfill, ground pollution, lowers costs of electricity for city residents and
we can use the existing trash system.
Jessica Leigh Faydo I also thinking starting a recycling program it a great idea and in the long run it with
help the environment! It is unreal what people throw away! It makes sick just to think about all of it just
sitting there! I know I’m one of the few that does recycle! Our trash goes out about every 6 to 8 weeks!
We recycle about 90% of our trash!
Shawn Miller I’d like to take this opportunity to point out that the FARMLAND the city bought is worth
about $550,000. Instead they spent $4,000,000. I understand that a premium can be charged because
it’s connected to the current landfill but, paying 7x more than the going rate for farmland is just stupid.
Edit: Interesting article. http://www.tax-rates.org/north.../ward_county_property_tax
Jeff Richards I would venture to say that the 2 optional sites noted in the above will bring considerably
over estimated price??

Shawn Miller Probably since people will be greedy and try and gouge the city but, if the city worked
harder on negotiating down these rediculous land costs then it’s a start. The city could have approached
owners of the 3 properties and spoke with them about possibility buying their land and to let them
know that they are looking at other possible sites if the cost is to high. It helps keep people honest when
they have to underbid someone else. They simply purchased the land next to the dump because in
reality it does make the most sense, they just didn’t do a proper job like normal.
On the flipside, they may have been able to purchase one of the other sites for cheaper. I was told a
rumor about the person who owned the land next to the dump but, I haven’t confirmed it.
Edit: At the end of the day the city continues to constantly screw up and overspend on poor decisions
and the residents are constantly paying for it. I’m planning on moving out of town in the next couple of
years because I refuse to pay the high property taxes that this town demands of its residents.
Edit 2: My big issue with the amount the city spent on the land is that it was the same thing with the golf
coarse. They spent a couple million dollars on land that was worth a fraction of the cost. The city tried to
justify it because there was something special about the land. In the end you still can’t tell me that 200
acres of land was worth a couple of million dollars. At the end of the day it’s a golf coarse that the city
built and here we are a couple of years later and the city is complaining about the shortfall in the budget
and the residents are still complaining about high property taxes. I feel like that golf coarse really
shouldn’t have been a high priority.
Jayme 'coss' Burkhart Is this golf course land you mention west of the bypass?
Jayme 'coss' Burkhart Also, how many acres were purchased for the $4 million?
Shawn Miller 320 acres were purchased for the landfill and the new golf coarse is in SE Minot.
Tracy Neubauer That’s the city of Minot for you

Matthew Swanger I'm confused...they just bought a bunch of land beside the current landfill to expand
into. Like $4 million dollars worth of land. What happened to that...
Dawn Marie Slavens Matthew Swanger funneled it somewhere else!
Jeff Richards Dawn Marie Slavens fake news
Jeff Richards Matthew Swanger it's there...just some 2nd guessing by some that bought or purchased
their own land next to the established landfill....which has brought us to this point...options
Mary Clare Smith I had to sit on my hands so I wouldn't type anything derogatory about another raise
on property owners taxes
Christ Robert Struksnes I’d really like to know where the price tag came from last cell that we built up
there was$320 k ish in cost
Kacey Soholt The city would have lots of money if this flood protection program that we do t need
wasn’t being built just saying

Cedar Jasso What about incineration? There are certainly costs upfront, but a LOT of long term benefit!
See link below!
Cedar Jassohttp://www.energyjustice.net/incineration/usplants

ENERGYJUSTICE.NET
Commercial Trash Incinerators in the U.S. | Energy Justice…
Jeff Richards Cedar Jasso some areas do it where land is at such a premium or large communities that
don't want to deal with their own and pay somebody to take it for them.
Sabrina Senger I second the recycling.we need to look forward not stay in the dark ages
Larry Gullickson Doesn’t Minot have 2 empty parking garages down town that aren’t being used�
Zack Baker Recycling is a huge expense people...spend the money on a waste to energy facility...
Lawrence DeBold Zack Baker Waste Management does this in California somewhere... I think.
They turn the methane into power and offer enough power for like 10% of the neighboring areas' power
needs
Zack Baker Lawrence DeBold imagine the infrastructure we could have rather than that flood wall...
Leann Weber Mellum Wtf happened to recycling. My garbage would be waaaaay down if there was
curbside recycling.
David Abernathey I'll take Raise my property taxes for $1000 Alex. 😂😂😂
Jessica Kay Schafer David Abernathey soon enough!😭😭
Donovan Hudson Waste to energy facility, fraction of the cost of moving landfill.
Jeremy Kniffin Nothing some gas and a match can’t handle.
Jeff Richards Show up on Thursday and listen to the findings of the study...
Rachelle Williamson If you read the tonnage numbers - we do 15,000 ton, commercial and some
residents do 15,000 and then.....outside of the city companies bring in 80,000 ton ... �.
Rob Ehlers I thought they just got approved to open up more space?
Joshua Cables I'm on board with an invitation plant... could use trash to generate electricity... sounds
smart
MC Phinney Joshua Cables that's what we do in maine
Joshua Cables Dunno why u wouldn't if its building up... makes sense

MC Phinney They could build a power plant on the current land they own next to the landfill
Chad Germano Recycling!!!! Look at it City of Minot!
Matthew Bieri FLAMING LOGS ? EVER THINK WHY????? WKAE UP
Leslie Regala Thank you, I'll take #1.
Sarah Mycheryl Schmaltz I bet you’d think differently if you owned a home in the area and were facing a
huge drop in the value of your property. �♀️
Leslie Regala Sarah Mycheryl Schmaltz I’m real sorry to say this but you knew the landfill was there
when you bought your home. It stands to reason, there would be an expansion. Again, I’m sorry.
Leslie Regala BTW my home value has declined since to flood even though we put 100k into it.
Tara Troxel
♻️♻️♻️
Ann Degenstein Recycle Recycle ♻️ Recycle!
Elisha Gates Environmentally Minded People Of Minot
Nicole- Rick McCarson Milton Miller
Milton Miller Talk to my wife she uses paper plates and cups see I’ve told her she was going to fill the
land fill well there you go
Nicole- Rick McCarson Tara Moore-Miller it's all your fault
Tara Moore-Miller Yep....I guess so!
Tracey Belzer LOL
Paul Buettner Koby Weishaar
Koby Weishaar It’s kind of funny that they’re looking into viable options, AFTER buying a large chunk of
land that they can’t use. I know what you were trying to do though, but I already fulfilled my COM rant
quota for the month.
Paul Buettner Come on. I know you have something to say
Koby Weishaar Paul Buettner Not much to say, other than its kind of their own undoing, allowing
development to take place so close to the dump as to where they are now unable to expand. Kind of like
painting yourself into a corner type of situation.
Lexi Hamm A recycling program has been overdue.
Not to mention now all internet sales have sales tax not just ones with a store in state so I'm sure the
state can give some of that extra $$ to trash collections.

Jeff Richards I don't think there will ever be enough information to quiet the loudest voices. What
bothers me about this whole deal is that the community wants to be the center of the region, bring the
tourism, the commerce, all your medical needs but we don't want to deal with everything that it brings.
Lets move it out into somebody elses little slice of Heaven.
Dustin Offerdahl Few things to consider when thinking about the Future or Minot, the numbers
provided are based on a 20 year study for all 3 options, so the numbers are a little sqewed in the cities
favor. Expected life span of option 1 expansion without recycling is40-60 yrs. Where as option #2 And #3
are projected to be around 90-110 year life span. I believe a more specific detailed apples to apples
study would provide more accurate numbers for the public to fully understand the best action for the
future of Minot, both with city services and future economical growth. I believe in the past we have
made rash decisions and it has caught up to us, with the landfill having 4-6years before needing this
expansion we have time to investigate and make a very educated long term highly researched decision,
just my two cents anyways.
Jack Johnson You make it sound like it's as easy to site a landfill as it is to go knock on a farmers door
and ask him to sell...just that easy.
Carl Clemetson Jack Johnson take a look back at the Grand Forks issue. Took nearly a decade to finally
get a site plus a ton of push back from smaller communities including lawsuits which is why cities now
only have a 2 mile zone of control versus the much larger zone of control they use to have. At current
lifespan, we simply don’t have enough time to find a new location. Simple math with a calendar shows
that.
Dustin Offerdahl Agreed, nothing is to easy these days, but maybe worthy of extra steps to make sure
that we are doing the right thing versus the easy thing. Based on the cost of a new landfill over 110 yrs I
would sure like to see the hard numbers as I believe it would suggest our costs to be in same ball park as
we are currently paying, just merely looking for hard number facts to base a good long term decision.
Jeff Richards From what I gathered last night was that even though just 2 sites have been identified in
the 20 mile radius it doesn't mean the property is for sale?
Jewell Hamilton Dustin Offerdahl I whole heartedly agree. Too many spur of the moment decisions and
costly consequences later. It obviously takes money to make city issues run smoothly for citizens but
there needs to be more investigation and foresight of long term consequences. Smart spending is what
most of us are asking.
Joshua Larson When your the government land is always for sale. Eminent domain
Justin Burgess Either 2 or 3, why build a brand new hospital and and all the other potentially nice/new
development and then down the street from that have a landfill??
Darren Zuck Justin Burgess yes I agree with you Justin why build a nice Hospital in a nice development
by a landfill that landfills been there since the 70s it's not just going to go away
Justin Burgess Darren Zuck very true, but there’s obviously zero chance of the Trinity site changing but
we can still prevent the landfill from getting closer to those developments

Darren Zuck Justin Burgess
It is not going to get any closer to them developments it is moving West away from them those
developments are the ones that are getting closer to the landfill
Dave Hennes Darren Zuck facts!
Cyrus Smith I’m a big fan of 1 though
Marvin Ace Wallace you guys are losing total control of reality here that landfill has been there for many
many many years and will always be there that stuff is in the ground and will stay there you guys moved
next to a landfill that was already there if you guys don't like the landfill move away from it the hospital
had plenty of time to find other land they choose to move next to the landfill I say number one is the
smartest and only choice
Todd Ankenbauer Marvin Ace Wallace kinda like the race track at the state fair grounds It was there for
years people started building around it and then it was to loud for the neighborhood so have to be done
racing by a certain time now well probably shouldn’t have built so close
Justin Burgess Darren Zuck so you’re saying that proposed land isn’t at all south and/or east of where it
is now?
Darren Zuck Justin Burgess se and sw
Darren Zuck Darren Zuck sorry the land is southwest of current landfill property line i think

Steven Hamilton You know whats really dumb people that keep building out by the landfill and then cry
if it ends up in your back yard landfill been there for years you would think it would grow out
Kendal Eklund Does anyone know how many old garbage dumps are within the zoning jurisdiction of
Minot today! Why, because past citizens were unwilling to pay the cost of transporting the garbage to a
remote location! There are too many! Why, because every acre within the Minot zoning area is too
valuable to store garbage on forever! When the city jumps over those areas all the city services cost
more and receive nothing in return! It is time the City leaders and the citizens look way past the end of
their nose!
Jeff Richards Kendal Eklund Coulee's were cheap but under new regulations and title D operations have
changed. From what I understand the 2 new sites are acceptable per State/EPA regulations doesn't
make the property for sale? 4 million paid for expansion might just be a drop in the bucket when it's all
said and done?
Kendal Eklund Jeff Richards Sometime coulees get very expensive, just ask some of the owners of Town
and Country!
My Point was Minot was using land they need for future expansion of the city for garbage dumps! Once
used as a garbage dump it is no longer usable for city purposes! The hidden cost of bypassing these
acres with city services goes on forever! The City Of Minot should have used the 4 million to buy the

acceptable land needed away from Minot in the first place! Most land away from the cities should go for
less than $12,500 an acre! (4 million for 320 acres to dump garbage on)
Maybe Minot can no longer afford to operate an area wide garbage dump! If Minot was going to be
filled with garbage at least it should be our own!
Marvin Ace Wallace Kendal Eklund I have been here for 55 years and I know of 4-5 of them from gate
city bank north down Broadway is all fill
Tom Nordwall The heritage center property was once a garbage dump.
Ramiro Rodriguez Jr Either #2 or #3. Relocate to location away from Minot. I would happily pay more to
have it relocated away from residential areas. Additionally, if the planning is done correctly, enough
room could be made in the same area to build up a recycling option for Minot, thus reducing household
waste. One stop.
Jason Keen They had a nice recycling operation but not any more.
Ramiro Rodriguez Jr Jason Keen I remember when they had it. Its a shame they were so short sighted.
Darren Zuck Not trying to be mean I was born and raised in my not and I do not ever remember them
having a recycling operation where was that located at
Ramiro Rodriguez Jr Darren Zuck I remember when they had it on base. One green garbage can and one
blue one. When we left in 2007 they had it but when we came back in 2010 it was gone.
Darren Zuck That was waste management or B Mack they do the base garbage not the city of Minot that
have bet is that was not even affiliated with the city of Minot
Darren Zuck The city of Minot has never had a recycling program the closest thing was Cadillacs and
Earth Recycling and those were privately owned companies
Ramiro Rodriguez Jr Darren Zuck ah. So they were ahead of the game then. Thanks for the clarification.
Any ideas were they took the recycled items after they picked it up? I genuinely would like to know.
Darren Zuck I believe they were shipped if it was Waste Management it would have went to Bismarck to
their facility down there and if it was bmac it would have went to Cadillacs in Minot but the reason they
stopped is it was not cost efficient
Ramiro Rodriguez Jr Darren Zuck sweet. Thanks for the info.
Darren Zuck Not a problem thank you sir
Jason Keen I should've been more clear, the City of Minot never had a recycling anything. I was referring
to Cadillacs and Earth Recycling. They may have not been popular but they sure were busy.
Darren Zuck Yes they were calyx was a good place to take your recyclables
Ramiro Rodriguez Jr No worries Jason, I always thought Minot had something to do with the sanitation
on base. I Learned something new this evening.
Jason Keen It did seem there was a lot more participation in the recycling program on base when it was
set up like you remember.

Darren Zuck The sanitation on the air base is goes out on bid I believe it's yearly or by yearly and the
company that's got it now to be Mac and they are out of Houston Texas I believe
Darren Zuck It was nice talking to you guys I have to get out of here though I got to get up and go to
work at the landfill tomorrow have a nice night
William G Ruelle The landfill was there way before houses and hospitals
Ramiro Rodriguez Jr William G Ruelle that is very true, however since the city allowed it to be developed
into residential, the right and honorable thing to do is move the landfill further away and try not to
repeat their same mistakes a second time. That can be a challenge for the city to not repeat mistakes
but crazier things have happened before.
William G Ruelle Ramiro Rodriguez Jr if u dont like the neighbor hood dont move to that neighbor hood
plus most of that land was never in the city until recently and the landfill expansion has been talked
about for many many years and if i do believe i am right even before the 2011 flood
Ramiro Rodriguez Jr William G Ruelle Actually sir to correct you and your assumptions, I don’t live in
that neighborhood so the only way I would be affected, is in an increase in what I have to pay for
garbage. I’m talking about the fact the city should do what’s right especially since they allowed the
nearby land to be zoned as residential. It also isn’t disclosed to either homeowners or businesses
moving into the area that they will be getting a landfill in their backyard as that would be a potential
turn-off for prospective buyers. I’ve been here since 1999 and hadn’t heard much about the proposed
expansion until recently, when the city allowed houses to be built near the area and the potential
impact of the landfill to them.
Jack Johnson Consensus on the floor seems to point to moving our waste into somebody else s
Township no matter what the cost.
Donna Mindt Jack Johnson then let them pay for it. I for one, is tapped out!!
Jack Johnson Donna Mindt They do in tipping fee's...the numbers showed it?? The reason they bring it
to Minot is because of stringent regulations $$$$ put in place that Regional Landfills had to be created.

Kenneth Woody Baker What will be done with the old landfill? Is there any mineral right for that land?
Could it be looked at for potential oil? Maybe then operation cost would be a thing of the past.
Jerry Rakness why dosent the city get out of the garbage business. i am sure there is some one that
would take it over.i know that the pick up setvice of others is less then minot .vote for the new city
council they said it will be fun so far it has not been fun.nothin has changed.same happy spending .they
keep asking people from out of town to do our thinking for us.we have engineers that could do the same
thing .maybe minot should spend here and keep our money here
Dean Nelson I'll go with option 1. Save the money
These other businesses came after the landfill has been established for many years. They knew there
was the possibility of it expanding.

Kolette Ostlund Hey Citizens of Minot:.. I live in your landfill... if you have any garbage, just drop it off on
forest rd... we take it all!
Jeff Richards Kolette Ostlund ???
Kolette Ostlund Jeff Richards yes? What’s your question? Have you driven by lately???
Kelby Smith 1,2, or 3 doesn't matter. City will still increase fees or tack on more property tax
Eric Pearson Just an fyi... the proposed cost increase does NOT include everything. There are other costs
involved such as more labor time for driving, buildings on-site, more wear and tear on vehicles... etc.
The actual price increase on your bill will more than l…See More
Dustin Offerdahl Eric Pearson great question, I guess my question is the city actually making a profit on
the landfill to save money to purchase in the future?
Eric Pearson Dustin Offerdahl I doubt it, but they could increase the bill a couple 2/3 bucks a month now
and save it for the future. According to the city website there are 11,297 pickups in the City of Minot. An
increase of 3$ a month would $33,891/mo for $406,692/year.
I guess I would rather pay 3$ bucks a month now, knowing it would save me money down the road. If I
remember right, we also paid $4 million for 320 acres to extend the landfill for 60 years - here is the
source: http://www.grandforksherald.com/.../4329742-minot...
Unless the city can sell that land for half the price of what you are paying for the new land, it would be
considered one of the worst business deals I have ever witnessed. Why someone would just walk away
from a 4$ million/ 60 year investment, and then go spend 100+ million on a new site to gain a net of
50ish years is so far beyond my comprehension I have a feeling I have my numbers confused.
GRANDFORKSHERALD.COM
Minot purchases 320 acres of land for $4 million to extend…
Dustin Offerdahl This exactly my whole point, how long are we gonna allow the City to purchase things
first then pin us in a corner stuck with there decision. If the city actually ran the numbers on all 3 options
over the projected duration there is no way there would be a 7 dollar increase over 100years to move it,
this is a skewed number in my opinion, not to mention the economical growth revenue that land could
generate when it gets reclaimed with all the major development in that area. Most people consensus is
to keep it where it's at because they don't want to pay more. Well we could and the city could achieve
that by doing exactly what they are doing now, subside the private contractors that currently covers the
residents tipping fee. In 2017 the city of minot lost around 400,000 dollars being in the garbage business
( according to the Minot 2017 financial report on the city website) so regardless where the landfill ends
up, there should be a cost increase to make it a profitable business. I think it time to bring back the
magic and make smart long term plans for the future of Minot. Allow our City to grow for all of our
futures
Terri Pecharich Sorry haven't educated myself enough on the topic, but if option 2 or 3 is chosen what
happens to the land the city has to expand with in option 1?

Darren Zuck in my opinion it would be cost efficient to leave the landfill where it is and expand their
they already have the infrastructure the approval everything is already been done except for the
rezoning of the land I think it would be ill-advised to try to relocate it at this time until it is full to
capacity
Marvin Ace Wallace Darren Zuck just remember we still have to maintain the old landfill which is still
going to cost us money for years and years to come
Darren Zuck they will not close the old landfill,it will still operate and yes once it is full the city will have
to maintain for a addiitional 30 yrs,so basicly minot will be running two landfills at the same time
Kelby Smith Don't know why they have these meetings anyway. City does what they want to do. First
they will have to pay some firm a large fee for a study, the. They will do what they originally had planned
and then increase fees to the taxpayer!
Marvin Ace Wallace Expand the landfill was there before the House's they knew where they were
buying a house next to a landfill
Dave Hennes Marvin Ace Wallace bingo!
Gary Gravseth Marvin Ace Wallace spot on
Bobbi Widdel No more increases, to my cost of being a home owner in Minot please!!
Tim Rose Umm...let's do the math. Option 1 = cheaper and no cost increase. Option 2 & 3 = more
expensive and suck more of my money out of my pocket. OPTION 1!
Dustin Offerdahl Tim Rose Few things to consider when thinking about the Future or Minot, the
numbers provided are based on a 20 year study for all 3 options, so the numbers are a little sqewed in
the cities favor. Expected life span of option 1 expansion without recy…See More
Tim Rose Dustin Offerdahl Good info, I hope they actually think it through. But, with that said, they
could still choose option 1 now (at zero cost to users) and then have plenty of time to actually budget
for one of the othet options 10, 25 or 20 years down the road.
Tim Rose Dustin Offerdahl and I totally agree about previous rash decisions...
Hayden C. Thomas Tim Rose saving money in the short term isint always the best option. Trying to save
is what caused flint Michigan to switch switch from its water supply, and we know how that worked out.
Sometimes today's expenditures are tomorrow's savings.
Bryan Carpenter Ya but maybe there’s hope for Minot to fix their finances in that 40-60 year time span!
Kenneth Woody Baker Just do what you want. You will anyways.
Kolette Ostlund Right?!!??!!
Kenneth Woody Baker I can tell you which two options aren't really options.
Cheryl Kristianson Schmid Expand the current and start recycling.
Chris Simonson Keep the landfill where it is obviously, lol.

Bryan Carpenter I already pay too much for the trash can.
Scott Backes Just throw it in a ditch Dave that's recycling
Daltyn Lakoduk Keep the landfill where is at
Darren Zuck #1 all the way
Darrow Parizek 75 millions? for garbage trucks? ahem ya right.......whos pulling whose leg?
Chris Simonson Darrow Parizek drive time plus fuel, so a couple garbage trucks added, couple operators
added, etc. Relocation will cause more harm then any good being solved.
Brett Wold Expand current location.
Alex Mardikian Incinerator!
Donna Mindt #1. My house taxes are high enough!!!
Jeremy Kniffin the landfill isn't funded by property taxes, only by rates and fees
Donna Mindt Jeremy Kniffin if they go with the other 2 options the fees wud go on my waterbill. Which
means the well is dry with the hike in property taxes!
Coleen Jones #1 please
Jonna Roberts DePriest #1
Liz Fettig-Armstrong Move! #2 or #3 .
Colin Marshall Easy. Expand
Leif Snyder #1
Brook Broen If the city started recycling like the rest of the USA wouldn’t there be less trash to go to the
landfill? Why does Minot continue to run in the dark ages? Fargo is a bigger city with recycling, the roads
are better and the cost of living is lower. Why?
Jeff Richards FYI...thought I'd share...https://bismarcktribune.com/.../article_61c86900-ada3...

BISMARCKTRIBUNE.COM
Market forces put America's recycling industry in the dumps
Brook Broen Very interesting! That sounds like we need to find a better way to recycle so that it doesn’t
end up contaminated. I feel that our environment deserves the extra effort to take care of it. We are the
only species ruining it and the only species that can change to help it.
Brook Broen maybe Minot could be a leader in change for once.
Jeff Richards Brook Broen Single sort was started to make the process easier and help in
participation....cross contamination is huge. �FWIW...the reason I have so little faith is that this City
started the most basic form of recycling by removing grass and leaves …See More

Brook Broen So true! I have very little faith as well. It’s so disappointing that fellow humans care so
little. I get tired of not saying anything. I know all I can do is to continue recycling what I can with Kalix
and hope that my walking the talk influences someone else to care too. Very little faith in others but at
least I’m doing my part.
Steven Hoffart #1
Michelle Thompson #1
Chris Simonson Here's some hidden variables ladies and gents, add more drive time per truck, fees will
increase off that alone, trust me, keep the landfill where it is, because I can see a steady increase in
what we pay if we relocate.
Vicky J. Meyer Start recycling like the rest of the USA. Most of the garbage is recyclables.
Dave Hennes Vicky J. Meyer at a high cost, but yes I would like to see recycling also
Amanda Lyle Shappell 1 please
Jeff Richards FYI...thought I'd share...https://bismarcktribune.com/.../article_61c86900-ada3...
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Market forces put America's recycling industry in the dumps
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